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of data collected at LEP in 1992 on the peak of the Z reso-
nance, the ALEPH collaboration has measured the polarisation of the tau lep-
tons decaying into e ,  , ,  and a
1
 from their individual decay product
distributions. The measurement of the tau polarisation as a function of the pro-




, where, in terms of the

















follows to a large extent the methods devised for the 1990 and 1991 data but with
improvements which bring a better understanding of the systematic uncertain-
ties. Combining the 1992 measurements with our previously published results
yields A

= 0:136  0:012  0:009 and A
e
= 0:129  0:016  0:005. Assuming
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1 Introduction




annihilation at centre of mass energies around
the Z resonance is manifest in the dierence in couplings of the Z to right-handed and
left-handed electrons and positrons. Similarly parity violation causes leptons from Z
decay to be polarised. The Z and lepton polarisations can be measured if the average
helicity of the nal-state leptons is determined as a function of the polar angle. Such
measurements are possible with the tau at LEP since the tau's decay products are
measurable. The study of tau polarisation at the Z is now a well established part of
the electroweak physics programme at LEP [1, 2, 3].
The helicities of the two taus from Z decay are nearly 100% anti-correlated [4] and















is the cross section to produce a right-handed 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is the cross section to produce a left-handed 
 
and a right-handed 
+
.
The tau polarisation as a function of polar angle , dened as the angle between the
directions of the e
 
beam and the 
 




















The asymmetry parameters A
l
are given in terms of the eective vector and axial








































This article presents an update to the tau polarisation measurement by the ALEPH
Collaboration. The new data analyzed were recorded in 1992 and represent an inte-
grated luminosity of 22 pb
 1
, all taken at the peak of the Z resonance (average centre
of mass energy 91.274 GeV). The ve tau decay modes e, , , , and a
1
 have
been used to extract the electron and tau couplings to the Z. The analysis is very sim-
ilar to the single-tau method published in [2]. The polarisation is inferred for each of
the ve decay channels from the distribution of the variable which summarises all the
information available from a single tau decay for that decay mode. For the electron,
muon, and pion channels this variable is the ratio of the particle energy to the beam
energy, written x. In the case of the  and the a
1
the ! variable, described in [2], is
used
1
. In essence ! is the asymmetry of the densities for right-handed and left-handed
1
There is an overall sign error in the second equation of formula 31 of [2]. The left-hand side of








taus in the space of the variables which fully describe the tau decay. To extract the
polarisation a linear combination of the simulated [6] x or ! distributions from the




along with the estimated non-tau background, is t to
the data for each channel.
This work presents new understanding of some systematic eects and hence reduced
systematic uncertainties.
2 The ALEPH Detector
The ALEPH detector has been described in detail elsewhere [7]. This analysis uses
almost all the subcomponents of the detector: the silicon microstrip vertex detector, the
cylindrical eight-layer inner tracking drift chamber, the 1.8 meter radius time projection
chamber (TPC), the lead/proportional chamber electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
the iron/streamer chamber hadron calorimeter (HCAL), and the two double layers of
muon chambers outside the hadron calorimeter.
The tracking chambers and the ECAL are all immersed in a 1.5 T axial magnetic
eld; the HCAL also serves as the ux return. Details of how these subdetectors are
exploited for the tau polarisation measurement may be found in reference [2].
In view of its importance in the e and  channels, the ECAL readout is described
in more detail. The ECAL is read out in two ways: through the anode wires, summed





towers with three segments in depth of 4, 9, and 9 radiation lengths. Each of the
220,000 tower segments has an energy threshold of about 30 MeV. The wires have a
similar threshold, but on a whole mechanical module.
3 Particle Identication
3.1 Charged particle identication
As in the previously published work two analysis methods, which dier mainly in
charged particle identication, have been used. One particle identication algorithm
uses the neural network (NN method) described in [2], the other uses a likelihood
technique (LM method) which has evolved from the CC method, which used cuts and
is discussed in the same reference. In the LM method cuts are made on probabil-
ities derived from Monte Carlo likelihood distributions which are built for a set of
discriminating variables. The variables are grouped in subsets ordered by decreasing
discriminating power and the particle identity, between electron and pion or muon and
pion, is decided as soon as the likelihood for the examined variables is good enough.
The method improves on the old one, in particular for electron-pion separation.
For both methods electron-pion separation is performed mainly with information
from the dE=dx measurement in the TPC and shower energy and shape in the ECAL.
The muon chambers and the HCAL digital response are the main tools for muon-pion
separation.
6
The eciencies for particle identication are checked on samples of electrons,
muons, and pions from data and Monte Carlo which are selected using information
other than the particle identication for the particle in question. These particles will













, where "" indicates the two-photon process.












. To select the
kinematically identied leptons the track in one hemisphere is identied as an electron
or a muon, then cuts are applied only on particle momentum or energy to determine
if the track in the opposite hemisphere may become part of the sample. For example,
consider events with two back-to-back tracks each with energy near the beam energy;
if the track in one hemisphere is identied as a muon then the track in the other hemi-
sphere is also a muon more than 99% of the time. Kinematically identied pions are




mass in the range 0.5 to 1.2
GeV. Three-prong tau decays are used as well: one track is put in the pion sample if
neither of the other two is identied as an electron.




Monte Carlo for an angular range  0:9 < cos  < 0:9 and for a ratio of the recon-
structed momentum to the beam energy in the range 0:05 < p=E
beam
< 1:1. In the LM
method, for electron-pion separation the tracks are required not to go into the insensi-
tive spaces, called cracks, between ECAL modules; this ducial requirement introduces
a 4% loss in acceptance.




electron 99.5 / 98.8 0.0/0.0 0.5 / 1.2 0.8 / 1.3
muon 0.0/0.0 99.7 / 99.2 1.0 / 1.4 1.4 / 1.7
pion 0.5 / 1.2 0.3 / 0.8 98.5 / 97.4 97.7 / 97.0
Table 1: Probabilities to be identied as electron, muon or pion for electrons, muons
or pions produced in dierent  decays. The numbers come from Monte Carlo. The
rst number corresponds to the LM, the second to the NN method.
To estimate the systematic uncertainties induced by particle identication, the iden-
tication methods are checked on the samples of kinematically identied particles. Any
momentumdependent dierences in identication eciencies between the data and the
full detector simulation Monte Carlo will aect the polarisation t. The systematic un-
certainties on the polarisation measurement due to particle identication are shown in
Table 2. For the channels e, , and  they are extracted from the ratios of the
identication eciencies in data and Monte Carlo as a function of momentum. The
same is done in the  and a
1
 channels, but as a function of !. A possible depen-
dence on momentum in the pion channel is corrected. The polarisation biases found in
the electron and muon channels are much smaller than their uncertainties and are left
uncorrected.
Similarly, misidentication ratios (e.g., for pions misidentied as electrons) enter the
7
systematic uncertainties on tau and non-tau backgrounds. The overall identication
eciencies in data and in Monte Carlo are found to agree for electrons and muons. A
(1.0  0.1)% dierence between data and Monte Carlo in the overall pion eciency in
the LM method, which has also been observed in earlier study [2], is corrected for.
3.2 Photon and 
0
identication




conversion pairs, follows closely
the methods described in [2]. Photon reconstruction in the ECAL starts from local
energy maxima in the projective towers and neighboring deposits are added to form
photon candidates.
The energy deposit of a charged track in the ECAL may produce local energy
maxima which are interpreted by the algorithm as photons. Real photons usually
deposit more than 70% of their energy in the rst two depth segments of the ECAL.
Requiring this for all ECAL photons eliminates many \fake" photons. Furthermore,
fake photons are generally close (< 2:5 cm) to a track impact point on the ECAL and
lower than about 500 MeV in energy. Their number is further reduced by cutting in
the (E,d) plane, where E is the photon energy and d its distance to the closest point
of impact of a charged track on ECAL.
Candidate 
0
's may be reconstructed from a system of two photons with mass in
the range 0:08 < M

< 0:20 MeV. These are referred to as \resolved" 
0
's. About
61% of the nal  !  candidates have a resolved 
0
. As is often the case in the
 channel, the two photons from the 
0
may merge in the ECAL and only one local
energy maximum, and hence only one photon candidate, is formed. One of the photons
from a 
0
may also be lost in a crack or have energy below the 250 MeV threshold.
Single-photon candidates are accepted as 
0
's if their energy is above 3 GeV, and they
are called \merged" 
0




event simulation about 75% of the merged

0
's contain the two photons from a 
0
.
4 Polarisation with Individual Channels
4.1 Introduction
The two analyses do not have identical selection procedures and they are independently
optimised. They are, however, similar enough to be described together. The selection
follows three steps, rst a preselection reduces the Z ! qq background, keeping vir-




events. The preselection retains events with between 2 and 8
charged tracks and requires j cos j < 0:9, where  is the angle of the event thrust axis,
calculated with charged tracks only, with respect to the beam axis. The preselection
also requires the presence of at least one charged track or photon of energy greater
than 2 GeV.
The selected events are analysed in two halves, called hemispheres, each contain-
ing the decay products of one tau. In the second step each hemisphere is classied
8
e    a
1

charged particle id. 0.4 0.4 0.4/0.6 0.1 0.4/0.3

0
identication - - - 1.3 0.2
tracking - - - - 0.5
 background 0.5/1.3 0.5/0.7 0.5 0.1 0.8/0.3
non- background 2.0/0.6 1.1/0.8 0.2 0.2 -
energy calibration 1.0/3.5 1.0 0.1 0.7 0.1
model - - - - 1.2
Monte Carlo statistic 2.2/2.5 1.7/1.9 0.9 0.8 1.5
total 3.2/4.6 2.3/2.4 1.1/1.2 1.7 2.2/2.1
Table 2: Systematic uncertainties (times 10
2
) in the individual channel measurements
of the average polarisation for the 1992 data. When two numbers are quoted the rst
is for the LM analysis and the second is for the NN analysis.
as a candidate for a studied decay channel or is left unclassied. The high eciency
of the charged particle identication allows for simple and ecient channel classi-
cation. Finally, the non- background is reduced by setting conditions on the recoil





 ! hadrons is then negligible in all decay channels.
Table 3 summarises the acceptances and contaminations in the ve individual chan-
nels for the 1992 data. Figures 1 and 2 show the distributions of the polarisation
sensitive variables for the data with the results of the Monte Carlo simulation ts.
Decay channel e    a
1

Candidates (1992 data) 6141 9020 5229 9265 3800
5836 8208 5062 8256 3477
Fit range: x for e, ,  [0.0,1.1] [0.05,1.15] [0.05,1.15] [ 1,1] [ 1,1]
! for  and a
1






48 69 60 47 52
Tau background(%) 1.2

2.2 5.8 8.4 8.9
2.0 1.3 7.0 7.0 8.3
Non tau-background(%) 0.5 1.4 0.8 0.1 0.0
1.4 1.0 1.1 0.2 0.1
Table 3: Acceptances and contaminations in the ve channels for the 1992 data. The
quantities with an

are obtained using the particle identication eciencies measured
on data, when observed to be dierent from the ones measured on Monte Carlo by
more than one standard deviation. The rst line is for LM, the second for NN.
Table 4 shows the results for the LM and NN methods as well as the dierence
between them due to the non-common sample of events. The last column of table 4
9
shows the results of combining the two analyses assuming that their systematic uncer-
tainties are fully correlated. Discussion of the estimation of systematic uncertainties
are given channel by channel in the following sections. The systematic uncertainties
are summarized in table 2. Explanation of the most important parts of the channel
classication and background rejection are given in the following sections.
LM NN dierence 1992 ALEPH result
e  0:177  0:064  0:233  0:071 0:056  0:044  0:187  0:063  0:033
  0:105  0:052  0:111  0:056 0:006  0:025  0:106  0:052  0:023
  0:147  0:026  0:150  0:028 0:003  0:016  0:148  0:026  0:011
  0:097  0:024  0:086  0:025  0:011  0:013  0:092  0:024  0:017
a
1
  0:155  0:043  0:129  0:044  0:026  0:022  0:143  0:042  0:021
Table 4: Average polarisation and statistical uncertainty for the ve channels from the
two analyses (called LM and NN) for the 1992 data only. The dierence is shown in
the third column and its uncertainty is calculated using only the statistical overlap
between the two analyses. The last column shows the ALEPH result for the 1992 data,
calculated by combining the LM and NN analyses assuming the two methods have fully
correlated systematic uncertainties.
4.2 Polarisation with e
An electron candidate hemisphere has one track identied as an electron and any
number of photons as long as no two form a 
0









the leading track in the opposite hemisphere must not be an electron
and it must have momentum less than 90%(75%) of the beam energy for the LM (NN)
analysis. If the leading track in the opposite hemisphere is identied as a pion with mo-
mentum above 30% of the beam energy and it goes in a crack between ECAL modules
then the candidate hemisphere is rejected by the NN analysis. The LM analysis rejects
any candidate with the most energetic track in the opposite hemisphere going into an
ECAL crack, unless that track is identied as a muon. Two photon background is
reduced by rejecting events with acollinearity less than 160

. The range of polar angle
 corresponding to the region of overlap between the barrel and end cap calorimeters
(about 0:7 < j cos j < 0:8) is excluded by both analyses due to diculties in measuring
the electron energy there.
To estimate the electron energy both LM and NN use the ECAL. The calorimet-
ric energy measurements include all radiated photons. This permits retention of full
statistical precision on the polarisation and avoids systematic eects which might re-
sult from imperfectly simulated radiation. The LM analysis uses the energy deposit
as measured on the wires of the ECAL while the NN method uses the energy deposit
measured on the projective towers of the ECAL. When the candidate track enters a
crack between ECAL modules the NN analysis uses the momentum of the track plus
the energy of any photons in the hemisphere as the electron energy estimator. Such
10
hemispheres are rejected by the LM analysis. Using the track momentum plus the
photons as the electron energy estimator for all electron hemispheres, or the momen-
tum alone, gives polarisation results consistent with those obtained using the purely
calorimetric electron energy measurement.
The systematics in the polarisation are dierent if one uses the ECAL wires or
towers for the energy measurement. The two readouts each have an energy scale








events. The wire energy scale is known to 0.12%
for 45 GeV electrons, while the tower scale is known to 0.2%. Both measurements
suer from wire response saturation at the center of high energy showers. To account
for the induced nonlinearity the measured energy E
MEAS








). This coecient was derived from test beam data and
has been checked using Z decays. The tower-based energy estimator has an additional
uncertainty from energy deposits at the edge of the shower which are below the 30











) to the measured energy.
Systematics associated with electron identication eciency and pion misidenti-
cation are measured using the kinematically identied electrons and pions from data
and Monte Carlo, as explained above. The main tau background is from  and the
uncertainty in its branching ratio is also taken into account.











in the recoil hemisphere is misidentied as a pion. The level of this background
is estimated by applying the background rejection cuts to events from the high energy
kinematically identied e

sample in the data and counting the number that have an









is seen to be well simulated at each step in the analysis. The uncertainty of the
level of this background is limited by the statistics of the misidentied electrons in
the kinematically identied sample. As a check, the amount of this background has
been allowed to oat in the t for the polarisation. The level of background found in
this way is the same as that predicted by the simulation and that computed from the
kinematically identied sample.
4.3 Polarisation with 
This channel is dened as a hemisphere with one charged track identied as a muon and
no reconstructed 
0














events produce two back-to-back muons each with energy normally above




usually have less than 10%
of the beam energy, and their acollinearity is typically below 160

. The two analyses
place requirements on energy and acollinearity at these levels; stricter conditions on
the same quantities are applied when there is an identied muon in the hemisphere
opposite the  !  candidate.





contribution. In the case of the NN method, the t range is limited to 0.95 E
beam
11
to reduce sensitivity to this background, and the remaining background is normalized




events above 0.95 E
beam
. This leads to a 20% variation of the level
of this background to estimate the systematic uncertainty on the polarisation (0:008)
from this source. In the LM method, the background contribution is taken from the
Monte Carlo simulation, and the systematic uncertainty of 0:011 on the polarisation is








and contribute much less to the uncertainty
on the polarisation.
Tau background is due to the misidentication of pions from hadronic tau decays.
The uncertainties on the polarisation are evaluated by varying the amount of back-
ground by the uncertainty in the corresponding tau branching ratio plus one statistical
standard deviation from the number of misidentied pions in the kinematically iden-
tied sample. The corresponding uncertainty on the polarisation is limited by the
number of kinematically identied pions. This leads to a 25% (10%) variation of the
amount of  ! [n
0
] (n  0) in the  sample at high x in the NN (LM) analysis.




events. The systematic uncertainty of 0:010 on the polarisation corresponds to the
statistical uncertainty in the correction and its possible variation as a function of time,
and azimuthal and polar angles.
4.4 Polarisation with 
A pion hemisphere contains one charged track identied as a pion and no photons,
either converted or reconstructed in the ECAL. Tracks going through ECAL cracks
are rejected in LM but kept by NN if the dE/dx measured in the TPC for the track is
less than 1.5 standard deviations above the expectation for a pion of that momentum.
Presence of one or more `fake' photons, as discussed in section 3.2, does not eliminate
a candidate  hemisphere, as long as no pair of them forms a 
0
mass. The pion
channel contains K as well. The kaons have the same kinematics as the pion except
at very low energy. Conditions on the recoil hemisphere or on correlations between






















The kinematically identied electrons and muons are used to measure uncertainties
from the non-tau backgrounds as well as the backgrounds from misidentied  ! e


























 [n  1] , and
they contribute roughly equally to the systematic uncertainty listed as tau background
in table 2. Backgrounds from misidentied  decays are varied by an amount corre-
sponding to the uncertainty derived from the particle misidentication studies and the








in the LM analysis by cutting on the calorimeter energy when there is activity in the
back part of the HCAL. The systematics due to contamination by tau hemispheres
containing photons have been estimated by varying the cuts on energy and distance
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which dene fake photons, as well as by varying branching ratios. The resulting change
in background is equivalent to varying the  + n
0
 contamination by about 20%.
One of the systematics which has been improved is related to charged particle iden-
tication. A dependence of the pion identication eciency with momentum, dierent
in Monte Carlo and data, was mentioned in section 3.1. The resultant corrections to
the polarisation for the 1992 data are 0.005  0.004 for the LM method and 0.003 
0.006 for NN. In the preceding ALEPH paper [2], this eect was not corrected and the
systematic uncertainty assigned was the measured bias plus its statistical error.
4.5 Polarisation with 
Candidate hemispheres for the  channel have a single charged track and a 
0
, which
together have invariant mass in the range 0.5 to 1.2 GeV. The two types of candidate
hemispheres, distinguished by the way in which the 
0
is reconstructed, were discussed
in section 3.2. No particle identication is applied to the charged track accompanying
a resolved 
0
in the NN analysis; a loose one is applied in the LM analysis. In the
case of a merged 
0
the accompanying charged particle is required to be identied as
a pion.
In order to reduce sensitivity to dierences in fake photon production in data and
Monte Carlo, the LM analysis allows a maximum of three photons. The photons which
are not part of the 
0
are required to satisfy loosened criteria for fake photons. Thus
the LM analysis has higher eciency than the NN analysis, which allows exactly one
or two photons, but LM also has more background from misidentied tau decays. The
polarisation obtained by the NN analysis is also stable against extra photons; as a
check, it is found to change by  0:005  0:005 (statistical) when an extra photon is
allowed in addition to the 
0
.
Non-tau background is kept below 0.2%. The mass of the recoil hemisphere is
required to be less than 2 GeV to remove Z ! qq. Events from two-photon processes
are removed by requiring the acollinearity angle to be less than 168

. Hemispheres
with an electron in the recoil hemisphere with energy above 95% of the beam energy









One diculty in reconstructing  !  is the absence of a pure sample of 
0
's
with which to test the reconstruction algorithms. Thus the tests of photon and 
0
reconstruction are restricted here to tests of consistency between data and Monte Carlo.
One check is to extract the polarisation separately for the rhos with merged 
0
's
and those with resolved 
0
's. To compare the polarisation extracted using these two
samples tests the reconstruction eciency in dierent parts of the decay phase space
enriched in opposite polarisations. The values found are consistent at the level of 1.6
statistical standard deviations.
A stronger check is to divide the rho sample into the candidates with the charged
pion forward and backward in the rho rest frame. These samples should have nearly
identical intrinsic polarisations but very dierent behavior in the detector. The polar-
isations extracted from the two samples agree to better than one standard deviation.
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To estimate a systematic uncertainty on the polarisation due to photon reconstruc-
tion the minimum distance and energy requirements for rejecting fake photons have
been changed in steps of 1 cm and 100 MeV away from the default values of 2.5 cm and
250 MeV up to 20 cm and 3 GeV. Problems with photon reconstruction and energy
estimation associated with clustering and fake photons are the most prominent for low
energy photons which are close to the charged track impact point. So by restricting the
polarisation measurement to a sample of relatively high energy photons far from the
charged tracks such problems may be avoided. The polarisation is generally stable in
these variations except that it changes by about 0.01 as the distance cut passes through
6 cm. The statistical signicance of the change is about one standard deviation. A
change of similar size occurs when the minimum energy passes through 700 MeV. The
full change from energy and distance is taken as the systematic uncertainty on the
polarisation due to photon reconstruction.
Background frommisidentied tau decays comes mostly from  !  + n
0
 [n  2].




Energy scales and corrections also contribute to the systematic uncertainty. The
largest of these comes from corrections to photon energies for the fraction of the en-
ergy deposited outside the central part of the shower in ECAL. These uncertainties
have been estimated for the resolved 
0
sample by changing the photon reconstruction
parameters while maintaining the average 
0
mass consistent with its known mass.
The uncertainty in corrections to all photon energies (including the merged 
0
's) is







), and the uncertainty on the polarisation from
this source is the dominant energy-related systematic in the  channel. The ECAL
energy scale and saturation uncertainties introduce much smaller systematics, as does
the charged track momentum scale uncertainty. The full uncertainty due to energy
measurement is 0:007.
4.6 Polarisation with a
1

Candidate hemispheres for  ! a
1
 have three tracks, none of which is identied as an
electron, and no photons. Since the a
1





to have invariant mass in the range 0.6 to 1.0 GeV. Finally, the reconstructed 3-pion
mass must be below the tau mass.
Particle identication enters the a
1
analysis only in the rejection of hemispheres
with one charged track and a converted photon which was not recognized as such by
the conversion-nding algorithm. Photon reconstruction is necessary only to reject
 ! 3
0
 decays; variation of the photon reconstruction parameters leads to a sys-
tematic of 0:002. Pattern recognition problems with close tracks may contribute an
uncertainty on the polarisation. They have been studied by comparing the distribu-
tions of the angle between the same-sign tracks in 3-prong tau decays in data and
simulation.
The Z ! qq background in the a
1
comes from the tail of the qq fragmentation. It
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is found to be negligible by comparing the distributions of the opening angle between
charged tracks for recoil hemispheres in data and simulation.
Three-prong tau decays not coming from the a
1





, KK, and K. The levels of these modes have been varied by an amount
corresponding to the dierence between the branching ratio used in the simulation
and the current world average plus one standard deviation. The only other systematic
uncertainties of signicance are Monte Carlo statistics and model dependence. Our
evaluation of the eect of model dependence on the polarisation has not changed since
publication of [2] and the systematic uncertainty of 0:012 is carried over.
4.7 Average polarisation in the individual decay channels
The average polarisations for the ve decay modes have been combined with the simi-
lar results published previously by ALEPH [2]. To combine the results, the systematic
uncertainties, Monte Carlo statistics excluded, have been treated as maximally corre-
lated between the present work and the previous publication. Dierent Monte Carlo
data sets were used for the present work and the previously published results. The
results are shown in table 5. The measurements are consistent channel to channel with
a 
2
per degree of freedom of 0.9 for the statistical uncertainties only, and 0.6 if the
systematics are also taken into account under the assumption of independence from
channel to channel.
The tau polarisation has been extracted assuming pure V A couplings in the decay.
The systematic uncertainty related to this assumption can be estimated using the
measurements of the tau neutrino helicity and the leptonic tau decay parameters [8, 9].
It amounts to about 0:005 on the asymmetry parameter A

. The results in this and
the following sections do not include this uncertainty.
Radiation in tau decay in the semi-hadronic channels is a potential source of sys-
tematic uncertainty. For the most important channels,  and , the associated
systematic uncertainties have been estimated using recent theoretical input [10] by






decay channel 1990{1992 ALEPH
e  0:200  0:051  0:031
  0:124  0:041  0:021
  0:142  0:020  0:011
  0:108  0:019  0:018
a
1
  0:135  0:035  0:020
Table 5: Average polarisation for the ve channels for the 1990{1992 data set. The pre-
viously published results [2] and the new results on the 1992 data have been combined








Figure 1: Distributions of x for the electron, muon and pion channels. The data are





simulation by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The full simulated
background, from tau and non-tau sources, is superimposed as a hatched histogram.








Figure 2: Distributions of ! for the rho and a
1
channels. The data are shown by




simulation by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. The full simulated background,
from tau and non-tau sources, is superimposed as a hatched histogram. The solid-line
histogram shows the sum of all simulated contributions.
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The expected dependence of the  polarisation on the polar angle  between the e
 
beam and the 
 
is given in the Born approximation by equation (2) as a function of









in 9 bins of cos  (i = 1; 9) for the 5 decay channels (c = 1; 5). Denoting the systematic
error of the channel c by 
c
s
, and the statistical error on the measurement in the bin i
























































) is from equation
(2). This equation does not include photon exchange or the eect of initial state
radiation and so results obtained using it must be corrected slightly. In order to avoid



















The asymmetry parameters and their errors are obtained by minimizing the 
2






(c = 1; 5). The osets are found to be




is 5:3%. The t assuming
e  universality yields A
e 
. In the following results the Monte Carlo statistical errors
have been transferred to the systematics.
The systematic errors have been treated as uncorrelated between channels and to-
tally correlated between bins for a given channel, except for the electron channel where
the Bhabha background is concentrated in the forward bin. The lack of channel to
channel correlation is clear from table 2: the leptonic channels have large contribu-
tions from dierent sources of non-tau background (which are mostly absent in the





by model dependence. The correlation between bins is due to the fact that
the systematics are independent of  and are estimated globally. Few sources of sys-
tematic uncertainties are correlated across channels; the momentum scale and particle
(mis)identication are the two most important ones. The correlated eects contribute
an additional uncertainty of less than 0:0015 to the full systematic uncertainty on
A

, which is 0:009 assuming no channel to channel correlation.
The reduction in statistical power due to the correlation between the helicities of
the two hemispheres of an event has been evaluated to be 4% and it has been taken
into account for the results below.
The contributions to the systematics on A
e
from the apparatus, such as sagitta dis-
tortions in the TPC, and Bhabha background which could generate eects asymmetric
in the sign of charge and cos  have been evaluated and found to be negligible (0:001









6 Interpretation and Results
To interpret these measurements in terms of the Z couplings to the electrons and taus
one must rst correct them for the eects of the photon exchange and initial state





annihilation. The photon contribution slightly dilutes the polarisation of the
taus that come from Z decay and modies the angular dependence.
The Standard Model program ZFITTER [11] has been used to calculate the tau
polarisation in bins of polar angle including the eects mentioned above. Those Stan-









calculated using the eective
couplings provided by ZFITTER are the basis for the correction applied to the data.




The corrected results for the 1992 data are A






= 0:1340:0130:006: The new results have been combined




= 0:136  0:012  0:009;
A
e
= 0:129  0:016  0:005;
A
e 
= 0:134  0:010  0:006:
To visualize the results as a function of cos  the channel measurements for all
ALEPH data have been combined bin by bin. They are shown, with statistical errors
only, in gure 3. The superimposed curves are from equation 2 using the measured
parameters.




















= 1:05  0:17:


























Figure 3: Polarisation dependence on cos  for data taken in 1990, 1991, and 1992. The
dashed line shows the result of the t without the universality constraint, the solid line
the result of the t with the constraint.
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